Out of This World Galaxy Cake
by Pedagiggle via Android6d

Step 1 - The Planets

You'll need a white cake recipe. I did this because you want to have true colours and white galaxy/milky way swirls..
Make white cake mixture and separate into five parts. I wanted Earth, Mars and the sun, so I coloured each part a
different colour green, blue, red, orange and yellow. In a cake pop mould, make as many Earth balls as the mixture
allows by adding green and blue dollops and blobs. Repeat with red and orange (Mars) as yellow and red (the sun).
Bake. Mine took 8 minutes each batch. If they come out funny or have an overflow crust you'll have to trim them
back into nice ball shapes after they're cold. If you stop here, freeze them. If you're powering on, continue to next step.

Step 2 - The Galaxy Cake

If you froze the balls, take them out and let them defrost naturally as you start this next step. This is essentially a
marble cake. Make some more white cake mixture (I doubled the recipe I used for the balls). Separate into four
portions in the ratio 4:1:1:1. Get a whole lot of food colour. I used Americolor electric blue, black (use both to colour
the largest saved portion), violet (one portion), electric pink (one portion). Colour each part and leave one part white.
Pour in the dark blue and evenly place purple and pink blobs around tin. Pour the white on top of the coloured parts.
Then mix with a skewer in swirly figure-8s all over a few times. Bake for ten minutes. Take out and using a spoon,
make a space for the planets and drop them in halfway down, covering and gently shaking tin to ensure full coverage.
Bake for another twenty minutes.
.

Step 3 - Decorate

Decorate how you like. I did space things on the outside, but I've seen galaxy frosting out there which you might like.

